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Evolution of the PHENIX 
Interaction region 

~2000 2017→2022, CD-0 @ 2016 >2025 Time 

PHENIX experiment An EIC detector 

•  16y+ operation 
•  Broad spectrum of physics 

(QGP, Hadron Physics, DM) 
•  170+ physics papers with 

24k citations 
•  Last run in this form 2016 

}  Comprehensive central upgrade 
base on BaBar magnet 

}  Rich jet and beauty quarkonia 
physics program  
→ nature of QGP 

}  Possible forward tracking, and 
calorimeter → Spin, CNM 

}  Path of PHENIX upgrade leads 
to a capable EIC detector 

}  Large coverage of tracking, 
calorimetry and PID 

}  Open for new collaboration/
new ideas 

RHIC: A+A, spin-polarized p+p, spin-polarized p+A EIC: e+p, e+A 

arXiv:1501.06197 [nucl-ex]  arXiv:1402.1209 [nucl-ex] 
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Ultimate Mission of sPHENIX	
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Jet and heavy flavor as proves 	

CD-0             Sept 2016 
OPA CD-1 Review    May 2018  
Construction Phase   Jul 2019 
Ready for Beam   Jan  2023 

Completion of the QGP Study at RHIC !!	



What’s new about sPHENIX	
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4π, but incomplete for jet without HCAL	
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4π & -1<η<1 with HCAL 
Designed to be ideal detector for Jet 

Limited acceptance to measure Jet. 	



Carlos.PerezLara@stonybrook.edu				|	SQM17

Detector	Overview
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Central	Tracking	
– TPC	
– INTT	
– MVTX

Solenoid	Magnet

Electromagnetic	
Calorimeter

Hadronic	
Calorimeter	
– Outer	
– Inner

• Full	Azimuthal	Coverage	
• |eta|	<	1.1

Detector	  Overview	
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15 kHz trigger 
10 GB/s data logging 
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sPHENIX	TimeLine
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Construction Installation	
and	closeout

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Start	
Data	
Taking

2022

CD0 CD1 CD2 CD3 CD4

Year System Weeks Samp.	Lum,	All	Z

2022 Au+Au 16 34	nb-1

2023 p+p 11.5 267	pb-1

2023 p+Au 11.5 1.46	pb-1

2024 Au+Au 23.5 88	nb-1

2025 p+p 23.5 783	pb-1

2026 Au+Au 23.5 92	nb-1

Au+Au	@	200	GeV,	|Z|<10	cm	

Minimum	Bias	@	15kHz	
47B	(2022)	+	96B	(2024)	+	96B	(2026)	=	
239	Billion	Events	

Level-1	Trigger	(e.g.	high	pT	photons)	
550	Billion	Events

200	GeV/c
Au+Au	@15kHz,	All	Z	
1.5	Trillion	Events

Detector	Design	
• Conceptual	

• Preliminary	
• Final
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Today	

sPHENIX	  TimeLine	



Quest for Gluon Spin	
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2 Physics with Transversely Polarized Beams 5
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Figure 1: (Left) Projected statistical uncertainties for direct photon ALL in the sPHENIX barrel
acceptance (points), and a prediction for direct photon ALL from DSSV14 (curve); projected
uncertainties include a conservative 60% combined efficiency to account for photon identifi-
cation efficiency and fiducial and isolation cuts. (Right) Projected statistical uncertainties in
the sPHENIX barrel acceptance for ALL for p0s (black points), positive hadrons (red points)
and negative hadrons (blue points), and DSSV14 prediction for p0, p+, p� asymmetries
(curves). Projected uncertainties include a conservative 70% combined efficiency to account
for fiducial cuts and tracking efficiency for charged hadrons, and a pT-dependent efficiency
for p0s to account for fiducial cuts and p0 identification efficiency (either from two-photon
mass reconstruction or merged cluster identification), with combined p0 efficiency dropping
from 80% to 30% from the lowest to the highest pT bins shown.

2 Physics with Transversely Polarized Beams
The unique high-energy transversely polarized proton beams available at RHIC offer
opportunities to study a variety of spin-spin and spin-momentum correlations in the proton.
The quark transversity distribution is a spin-spin correlation that is related to the nucleon
tensor charge, believed to be reliably calculated via lattice QCD but not yet well constrained
experimentally due to the limited kinematic coverage of existing data. The tensor charge
has furthermore recently been found to be of interest to access physics beyond the standard
model; see e.g. [5]. The existing data come so far from fixed-target semi-inclusive DIS and
are limited both in scale and x. Midrapidity sPHENIX measurements of hadron-in-jet and
dihadron asymmetries can substantially extend the reach of transversity measurements in
both x and Q2 before the EIC. In addition several other transverse spin effects can be probed
at central rapidities by sPHENIX such as D meson, jet, and direct photon asymmetries.

2.1 Transversity-Related Measurements
The transversity parton distribution of the nucleon describes the difference in densities of a
parton’s spin aligned versus anti-aligned with the transverse spin of the nucleon and relative

6 2.1 Transversity-Related Measurements
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Figure 2: Projected statistical uncertainties for inclusive jet ALL in the sPHENIX barrel
acceptance (points), and the calculation from DSSV14 (curve). The estimates are done for
jets reconstructed with an anti-kT algorithm with R=0.3. Also included are jet reconstruction
efficiencies from a GEANT4 simulation of the sPHENIX detector (90% at 10 GeV/c and
increasing at higher pT), full luminosity collected at pT > 10 GeV/c and scaled down sample
at lower pT (with lower trigger energy threshold).

to its large momentum direction. It is the third and least known leading-twist collinear
parton distribution function and its integrals relate to the tensor charge, which is expected
to be a quantity reliably extracted from lattice simulations. As transversity is a chiral-odd
quantity, it cannot be measured in inclusive deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering (DIS)
and requires another chiral-odd quantity to access it. With the exception of the so-far
inaccessible double transverse-spin asymmetries in Drell-Yan production, all methods of
accessing transversity apply chiral-odd fragmentation functions such as the transverse-
momentum-dependent (TMD) Collins fragmentation function [6] and the collinear dihadron
interference fragmentation function (IFF) [7]. Both have been extracted in electron-positron
annihilation [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and have been used in the corresponding semi-inclusive deep-
inelastic scattering (SIDIS) measurements by HERMES [13, 14, 15] and COMPASS [16, 17, 18]
to obtain information on the transversity distribution functions for up and down quarks.
However, the available data are rather limited, are being taken at predominantly low
scales and do not extend above an x of 0.3. Furthermore, the SIDIS measurements are
predominantly sensitive to the up quark transversity and other flavors are only poorly
constrained. The recent STAR measurements have shown that both channels, Collins
fragmentation and interference fragmentation, are also accessible at RHIC at midrapidity [19,
20] and show nonzero signals. As the scales in these measurements are given by either the
jet transverse momentum (Collins) or the transverse momentum of the hadron pair (IFF),
the scales are mostly higher than what is currently possible in fixed-target SIDIS. Moreover,
these measurements are particularly valuable to constrain the down quark transversity

Bernd Surrow

Results / Status - g / Δg(x) related studies
12

XXV International Workshop on DIS and Related Subjects - DIS2017 
Birmingham, UK, April 3-7, 2017

STAR: Mid-rapidity Inclusive Jet ALL measurement (Run 12) at 510GeV
Next steps 

• RHIC had very successful runs with 510 GeV pp collisions during 
2012 and 2013 
– Higher center-of-mass energy probes lower x partons 

• ALL at 510 GeV is well described by global fits that previously 
gave a good description of the 2009 measurements at 200 GeV 
 

• STAR took additional 200 GeV pp data during 2015 
– Will reduce uncertainties for ALL  at 200 GeV by a factor of ~1.6 

Probing proton spin with jets at STAR --  Carl Gagliardi – INPC 2016 
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STAR 

Probing smaller x-values going from 200GeV to 510GeV in Run 12 and Run 13  

Preliminary results of ALL at 510GeV (Run 12) well described by global fit 
results including Run 9 constraint 

Additional large data sample in Run 13 at 510GeV will reduce ALL uncertainties 
further 

Additional data set at 200GeV taken 

in Run 15  

Projected statistical uncertainties 

of Run 9 and Run 15 combined at 

200GeV in comparison to Run 9 

uncertainties 

Z. Chang et al. (STAR Collaboration), SPIN 
2014. (Run 12 / 510GeV)

Jet	

Direct	  -‐γ	

Drastic Improvement in statistics of Golden Probes	



Physics Goals From Cold QCD Plan 

•  Key Physics Observables: 
–  Jets in polarized p+p: 

•  Jet AN : Sivers/Twist-3 for u/d quarks 
•  Angular distribution in jets : transversity 
•  Di-Jet ALL : Dg at low-x 

–  nFF’s in p+A: 
•  Important measurement on the road to the EIC 

–  Drell-Yan and Direct Photons in p+A: 
•  Measurements of saturation, A-scan essential 

–  Diffraction in polarized p+p (200 GeV): 
•  AUT from single-diffractive events 

–  Ultraperipheral Collisions in p+Au: 
•  “p-shine”: gluon impact parameter distribution in Au nucleus via J/Y 
•  “Au-shine”: access GPD Eg in polarized p via J/Y production (AUT) 

–  Sets the scale for a program to measure GPD Eg at the EIC! 
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Need Forward Rapidity Coverage! 
BNL ALD has called for LOI’s – June 2017 
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20x20 array of 
2.2 x 2.2 x 18 cm3  
PbW (PHENIX MPC) 
crystals with 10x10 
square hole 
(300 crystals total) 
3.0-3.3 < η < 4.0 

PHENIX PbSc modules (5.5 x 5.5 x 33 cm3) organized in 
groups of  four modules (3152 modules or 788 groups of 4)  
(1.4 < η < 3.0-3.3), energy resolution  

Pb/Sc sandwich hadronic 
calorimeter (NEW) 
10 x 10 x 100 cm3 towers 
    (1.2 < η < 4.0) 

f 
GEM/sTGC Tracking Stations (z = 120, 165, 
275cm, 50-100mm in φ, 1 cm in r) 

Flux return door 
between FEMC and 
FHCAL (10.2 cm) 

Field shaper piston 

8% E



Forward jet → origin of transverse AN  
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sPHENIX simulation 
p↑ + p → jet (h±) + X 
 √s = 510 GeV  

Charge-track tagged jet asymmetry 
→ Access Sivers effect 

Charge-track asymmetry in jet 
→ Access Transveristy @ large x 

sPHENIX simulation 
p↑ + p → jet (h±) + X, √s = 510 GeV 

Check universality of Transversity @ SIDIS 



Forward DY 
•  DY in p+A provides clean access 

to sea quark distribution  
→ gluon in nuclei 

•  fsPHENIX measure DY via di-
electron final states 

•  Benefit from continuous and 
large calorimetry + tracking 
coverages 

9th Hadron Physics China Jin Huang, 黄进 <jihuang@bnl.gov> 11 

u-bar quark in nuclear 



Heavy Ion Program with fsPHENIX 
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Due to causality, correlations that are 
widely separated in rapidity probe the 

earliest times. 

Adding forward 
capabilities to sPHENIX 

will enable a new, 
complementary physics 
program to study the 
initial conditions in HI 

collisions.  

Wei Li QM17 

y=-2.4 

y=0 

y=+2.4 

De-correlation of the event plane can result 
from quantum fluctuations in the initial state.  

 
Need to understand this to be able to extract 

η/s(T) from hydrodynamic models. 



An Upgrade Proposal from the PHENIX Collaboration
November 19, 2014

Documentations	
•  sPHENIX Proposal  

 (https://arxiv.org/pdf/1501.06197v1.pdf) 
•  sPHENIX CDR 
•  Medium-Energy Nuclear Physics Measurements with the 

sPHENIX Barrel 
•  sPHENIX Forward Instrumentation LOI 
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sPHENIX-note sPH-cQCD-2017-002

Medium-Energy Nuclear Physics Measurements with
the sPHENIX Barrel

sPHENIX G4 simulation 
Pythia 8, 35 GeV γ+jet event 

The sPHENIX Collaboration
October 10, 2017

sPHENIX-note sPH-cQCD-2017-001

sPHENIX Forward Instrumentation
A Letter of Intent

The sPHENIX Collaboration
June 2017



Summary	
•  sPHENIX: Study QGP with precision jet and beauty 

quarkonia @ RHIC 
–  Completing scientific mission @ RHIC  

•  Hadronic physics opportunities in sPHENIX and 
proposed forward detector upgrade 
–  Complementarity of hadronic collisions and DIS, 

e.g. JLab, COMPASS, EIC 
•  sPHENIX received CD-0 approved, in preparation for 

CD-1. Planned data taking start 2022.  
•  sPHENIX detector has advanced design.  

–  Forward upgrade and EIC: many opportunities for 
joint detector R&D 
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BACKUP	  SLIDES	
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Detector	  Configura?on	
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15 kHz trigger 
10 GB/s data logging 
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#	  of	  Tracking	  sta?ons	  
•  MAPS:3	  
•  INTT:4	  
•  TPC:60	  
Momentum	  Resolu?on	  	  
~100	  MeV/c	

EM	  &	  Hadron	  Calorimeters	



Kinema?c	  Coverage	
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